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main memory, extended store (e.g. in the IBM 3090 machine), disk

ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce the Hierarchical
(HMM)

of computation.

drives, and mass storage. In order to solve problems efficiently

Memory Model

an environment,

It is intended to model computers

with multiple levels in the memory hierarchy.

they are used as much as possible before being returned to the slower

Tight

lower and upper bounds are given in this model for the time

memory.

complexity

property

FFT.

of searching, sorting, matrix multiplication

Efficient

and

This is sometimes called the (temporal) locality of reference
of the algorithm.

It has been much studied [De68, Ch76,

HDRSO. SmX2] and utilized by operating systems [De70, Sp78, Ba80,

algorithms in this model utilize locality of

Sm82] and algorithm designers.

reference by bringing data into fast memory and using them
several times before returning them to slower memory.

it is important to stage the flow of data through the

memory hierarchy so that once the data are brought into faster memory

Access to

memory location x is assumed to take time f logxl.

In this paper we introduce the hierarchical

It is

shown that the circuit simulation problem has inherently poor

computation

locality of reference.

vestigation of the inherent complexity

where

memory

function.

obtained for HMM’s
the algorithm,

The results are extended to HMM’s

access time

(nondecreasing)

is given

with polynomial

an arbitrary

management

memory access time;

model are also considered.

memory model of

and use it for a theoretical inof solving problems in a RAM

One of the consequences is some under-

been some theoretical

work directed at hierarchical

memories [e. g.

MCS70, SiX3. HK8l].

II is different than ours in that the first two ref-

erences aim to optimize hierarchies given some locality of reference (or

memory access time.

algorithms

called, HMM)

standing of inherent limits of reference locality in problems. There has

for searching, FFT and matrix multiplication

memory

(henceforth

with a memory hierarchy.

Tight upper and lower bounds are

are shown to be optimal for arbitrary
On-line

by

in such

hit ratio) behavior, and the third considers a single level of cache.

for the HMM

An algorithm that uses LRU pol-

icy at the successive “levels”

of the memory hierarchy

An HMM

is

is a random access machine where access to memory

location x requires f log x 1 rime instead of the typical constant access

shown to be optimal.

time: see [MC801 for a justification

of the log x cost function.

we consider other cost functions).

1. The Hierarchical Memory Model

(later

simple model of

computation that mimics the behavior of a memory hierarchy consisting

Modern computer systems typically have a great deal of complexity associated with their memory hierarchy.

It is a particularly

of increasingly larger amounts of stower memory (see also (MC8OJ).

There is often a small

We view this model only as a beginning in the theoretical exploration

amount of fast memory (e. g. registers) augmented with increasingly

of memory hierarchies (it does not capture, for example, the added

larger amounts of slower memory. There may be a level of cache (and

complication of collecting the data into blocks). This model is successful

sometimes two levels as in the Hitachi 680 and Fujitsu 380 machines).

in as much as it shows nontrivial
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facts about certain problems (e.g.

sorting and searching) being inherently

hard and that efficient

rithms for certain problems (e. g. matrix multiplication,
mimic the hehaviour of pragmatically

algo-

sorting) tend to

good algorithms in utilizing the

locality of reference [IBM86, Ag86J.
Definition of the Hierutrhicai Memory Model (HMM):

75~

limited number of registers R,, R,, R3,
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There are an un-

each of which can store an

integer (or an element in some domain specified b,y the problem). The
operations are similar to those of a RAM [AHU74J,

We can also consider the HMM generalized 1.0other cost func-

except that ac-

tions: the memory a~ccesstime is measured by an arbitrary

(monotone

cessing register R, takes time I’ Jog i 1 and executing any opecation

nondecreasing) function x

takes unit time. For convenience, we will allow rr-ary operations: the

if x > m, f(x) = 0 otherwise, then one measures I/‘0 contplexi[y, in a

time

machine with memory of size m : accesses to any of these m memory

to

perform

Ri + f(Ri,, R, . . . )

l+tlogil+rlogit1+Flogi21+

,...

takes

time

(Inpassing,weob:ierve

When f is the function defined by f(x) = 1

locations is free, any other access has cost one.

I/O complexity

has

the similarity with the log 1 delay model for signal propagation in VLSI,

been previously studied, and lower bounds for sorting, matrix multipli-

since we can imagine that a memory level with 2’ locations wouJd be

cation and FFT arc known in this model [HKXl,

AVX6J.

It turns out

physically 2” distant from the computing element and require e(i) time

that there lower bounds can be used to derive lower bounds for arbi-

to access in the log I delay model. Of course, there are essential drffer-

trary cost functions:

ences since the log I delay model contains many ;processing elements,

fis a weighted sum of its J/O complexity,

the cost of an algorithm with arbirary cost function
for varying memory size m.

Also, an algorithm that has optimal l/O for any memory size is an op-

hence the techniques developed in [A851 do not seem applicable to the

timal HMM algorithm for any cost function.

HMM).

derive lower bounds on time complexity
The HMM can be viewed as having a hierarchly of memory levels:

multiplication

1 location taking time 0 to access

and FFT on HMM’s

These ideas are used to

of searching, sorting, matrix

with logarithmic

and polynomial

memory access time, the algorithms for searching, matrix multiplication

1 location taking time 1 to access (level 0)

and FFT are shown to be optimal for any cost function.

2 locations taking time 2 to access (level 1)
The management of memory in a computer with a two level memory
hierarchy is usually done transparently

2’ locations taking time i + 1 to access (level i).

from the user: the operating

system uses adaptive demand paging algorithms so as to take advantage
It can be noted that algorithms in the HMM

are fairly robust.

of the temporal locality of memory accesses in the user code. Recent

For instance, the memory available for an algorithm could be doubled
by moving all data down one level in the hierarchy.

results of SJeator and Tarjan [ST851 provide a theoretical justification

The time for each

for such policy:

access would increase by one, and hence the total running time would
increase by at most a multiplicative

constant.

L.ikewise, a bounded

with the cost that would obtain for an optimal, off-line

number of O( 1) access time registers could be added to an algorithm
without

increasing

the running time appreciably

agement algorithm,

for the other in-

for an HMM with arbitrary memory access time: the memory is divided

It is clear that for polynomially

into successive levels, where memory access time doubles at each level:

bounded m[n), problems which

LRU policy is used to manage data movement accross each level. The

can be solved in time T(n) (resp. require time T(n)) on a Random Ac-

results allow us to relate directly the complexity of an algorithm in the

cess Machine can be solved in O(T(n) log n) (resp. require time T(n))
on the HMM.

HMM model to the temporal pattern of its memory accesses.

Some algorithms can be implemented such that when

data are brought into fast memory they are used many times before
being returned to slower memory.

Section 2 of the paper gives HMM algorithms for some problems:

In such cases it may be possible to

solve the problem in time O(T(n)) on the HMM.
An example is matrix multiplication

matrix muttiplication,

We say such problems

for determining

using only the semiring

and likewise for the HMM.

the time T(n) log n cannot be improved.
nonlocal.

FFT, and sorting.

Section 3 provides techniques

lower bounds, with applications

to searching, FFT,

sorting, and circuit !simulation. In section 4 we consider generalizations

operations ( + , x ) . Here the best possible algorithm on a RAM takes
time 0(n)),

memory man-

that has advance knowledge of the sequence of

memory accesses to be executed. We prove in this paper a similar result

structions.

are local.

the memory access cost when an LRU page replace-

ment algorithm is used is worse by at most a constant factor compared

of the HMM to arbitrary cost functions for memory access, and to the

For other problems, however,

function a” in particular.

We say such problems are

the HMM.

Section 5 concerns memory management in

Section 6 presents conclusions and open problems,

Trivial examples are linear time RAM algorithms where the
2. Upper Bounds

entire input has to be examined (eg. finding the sum or maxjmum of a
given set of numbers, depth first search in a graph, planarity, etc.).
is shown that searching and circuit simulation are :also nonlocal.

It
2.1. Matrix

There

arc yet other problems where the ratio of the running times of the best

Multiplication

using Semiring

Two matrices can be multiplied

HMM algorithm to the best RAM algorithm is between these two cx-

Operations

.

as quickly on an hierarchical

memory machine as on a RAM (within a multiplicative

tremes, and we call these problems semilocal. It is shown that this ratio
for FFT and sorting is 9( log log n)
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constant).

The n-point FFT graph (n = ‘22k) can be represented as

7786~7mm
2.1: Two ,I x n matrices can be multiplied in time O(n3) using

Pmof

only ( +, x ) on an HMM.

2” independent 2k-point FFT graphs thal compute xk,o.

Outline:

followed
Proof

Outline:

We use a divide and conquer algorithm:

,I x n matrices,

the algorithm

recursively

to multiply

multiplies

two

n/2 x n/2 matrices by first moving them into faster memory. Then the

xk,n-

I

by another 2’ independent 2k -point FFT graphs. Each of

these 2,”

8 pairs of

,

FFT graphs can be solved by first bringing the corre-

sponding inputs into the faster memory (in the first O(n”*)

locations),

solving the smaller FFT graphs and then returning the results to the

resulting 4 pairs of n/2 x n/2 matrices are added. For such an algo-

slower memory. For n = 2 2k+‘, the n-point FFT graph can be repres-

rithm, it is easy to show that the execution time, T(n), oheys the recur-

ented as two sets of 2k+’ independent 2k-point FFT graphs, followed

rrncc relation:

by rr applications of the function J

A simple analysis shows that the

time, T(n), for executing such an algorithm obeys the following
T(n) 5 8T(n/2)

+ O(n2 log n).

rence relation:

Since F( 1) = constant, it can be verified that T(n) = O(n3) .

T(n) 5 2n

n
Furthermore,
Of course. Q(n3) is a lower bound for matrix multiplication

(using

semi-ring operations)

(using

on a RAM.

recur-

Thus, matrix multiplication

l/2 Tfn

I’*)

+ O(n log n).

since T( 1) = constant, it can be verified

that

T(n) = O(n log n log log n).
n

semi-ring operations) is a local problem.

It is interesting to contrast the locality of reference for matrix

2.2. Fast Fourier Transforms
Computational problems can often be represented as directed
.
acyclic graphs whose nodes correspond to the computed values and

multiplication

with that for FFT.

whose arcs correspond to the dependency relations. Here, the input

k locations), it is used in about fi

In the former, when an element is

moved into fast memory, say into the log k level of memory (which has
computations before it is returned

nodes (i, e.. the nodes with in-degree zero) are provided to the algo-

to slower memory. For FFT on the other hand, it is used in only log k

rithm with given vatues and a node can only be computed if all its

computations (actually k elements are collectively

predecessor nodes have been computed. The time taken to compute a

putations).

dag is the time taken by the algorithm to compute all its output nodes

the best that can be hoped for.

(i. e.. the nodes with out-degree zero).

The FFT (Fast Fourier Trans-

FFT graph.

log

n) time.

The HMM can use locality of reference to sort n elements in better than the obvious time bound of O(n log2n)

the n-point

FFT

graph can be computed

in

In this section, we present an upper bound on the

vvorst-case time for computing the n-point FFT graph in the HMM.

Partition

the given n inputs

n/2%

each,

bound. Thus, FFT is a semilocal problem,

This algorithm c&n be made to run in O(n log3’*n)
HMM.

For n = 2’(, the n-point FFT graph can be algorithmically

re-

presented as follows:

time in the

We show that this can be improved to O(n log n log log n) time

by generalizing

the classical median-sort

algorithm

in a non-trivial

manner.

Inpurs:

%.o

Outputs:

xkf,.

9 x0,1

. . 7 Xo.n-

I.

7%eorr?m2.3: A set, S, of n elements can be sorted in the HMM

. . Xk.n-1.

x~,~ = f(xj -,.,,,, x,-, J ,

time and the binary representations of m and p are identical except in
the (j - I )-th position.

Proof

Sketch:

( log II +2)-th

Assume that

the elements

level of the hierarchical

FFT

graph

can

be computed

in

O(rr log rt log log n) time in the HMM.

m7

six steps:

of S reside in the

memory and are all distinct.

Consider the algorithm Approx-Median-Sort
n-point

in

O(n log n log log n) time.

where Jis function on two variables that can be computed in constant

An

subsets of size

and merge the resulting sorted subsets.

putc‘~ su<h :I graph. In the next section, we will show a matching lower

Comptrtalion:

2\/log

into

sort these subsets recursively,

Theorem 2.2 provides an O(n log n log log n) time algorithm that com-

Thevmm 2.2:

Consider the following

algorithm:

On a RAM.
O(n

The lower bounds of the next section show that this is about

2.3. Sorting

form) granh is one such directed acyclic graph that is quite useful, and
several problems can be solved by using an algorithm for computing the

used in k log k com-

(S) that has the following

Step 1: Partition S into ~5 subsets, St,

upper bounds at most by a constant factor, provided that access to each

. , S&, each of size b%-. Sort

each subset by calling Approx-Mediun-Sort

recursively,

register has positive cost. In order to prove lower bounds it is conven-

after bringing

the elements of the subset to the (0.5 log n +2)-th level of the hierar-

ient to introduce new cost functions,

chical memory.

accesses.

A cost function

that charge differently

for memory

f can be any nonnegative,

monotone

nondecreasing function defined on the set of positive integers.
step 2 : Form a set A containing

the (i log n)-cth element of each Sj,

convenient

(Note that A has n/ log n elements.

1 < i <- &i/

log n. 1 5 j 5 r/;;.

Furthermore,

a simple analysis shows that the /-th smallest element in

computation where an a* cess to register i requires time f(i).
ular, we shall use threshold

A is greater than at least I log n - 1 elements in 5; and also this element

It is

to let J(O) = 0. We denote by Tf the running time of a

cost functions.

In partic-

The threshold function

CIm

is defined by

is greater than no more than I log n + &i log n - 1 elements in S.) Sort
A by simply adapting any procedure that takes CJ(ti log m) time for

U,,,(i) =

sorting m elements in the RAM model.
Step

3:

Form

a set,

B = {bt, 9,

-th smallest element of A.

r = /ii./

i<m

1

if

i>m

T,,, is the running time of a computation, where an access to one
of the first m memory locations is free, and access to any other memory

log n -- 1 but no more than

location has cost one. This is the I/O

log n - 1 elements of S that are less than bk.)

Step 4: For 1 < j 5 6,

if

We write T, for Tr,,,,.

togs

(Note that because of the remark

made in step (2). there are at least k&
(k + 1)fi

. . . , b,,] of

elements, such that for 1 5 k 5 r, bk equals the

approximare-partitioning
(kG)

{

0

of the computation.

comphiry

when executed on a machine with a memory of size m: a computation

merge B with S’, forming sets S,, t,,

is charged according to the number of accesses executed to locations

. . ,S,. ~,

outside the main memory.

where bk < x < bk+,, for each element x E Sj, k.

The I/O complexity

of computations

has

been studied by several authors, and lower bounds are known for most
Step 5 : For 0 5 k 2 r, form C, = USj,k U [bk], ignoring the (bkl term

when k = 0. (By the remarks in steb 3, 1 5 ] C, ] 5 26

of the problems considered in this paper. We have

log n .)
Theorem 3.1:

Step 6 : For I < k 2 r, sort C, by bring it into t.he (log ] C, ( + 2)-th

level and calling Approx-Median-Sort(

Ck) recursively.

for S consists of the sorted lists for Co,

(i) The I/O complexity of sorting or computing an FFT graph is

The sorted list

. , C, i.n sequence.

T,(n)

= D(-

nlogn
log m

- ml

end.
(ii) The I/O complexity
The correctness of the Appmx-Median-Sort

is easy to establish

for the multiplication

of two n x n matrices

using( +, x )is

and hence omitted. To analyze the running tim,e, let T(n) denote the
time taken by Approx-Median-Sort
executed in fiT(&)

to sort n elements. Step 1 can be

+ O(n log n) time. Step 2 takes time O(n log n)

since ] A ] = n/ log n and sorting it on a RAM ,would take time O(n),
and hence O(n log n) on the HMM.

(iii) The I/O complexity for searching is

Similarly, steps 3 , 4 , 5 also take

time O(n log n). The running time obeys the following

T,,,(n) = Q( log n - log m).

recurrence re-

lation:

Pmq-:
.
T(n) 5 vTT(fi)

f

VT/ log”
c
T(q) + an log n)
h=O

(i)&(u) Lower bounds for sorting, FFT computations and matrix multiplications are given in [HKgl]

and [AVS6].

Note that their results dif-

fer from ours by a term of -m: the model used by these authors assume
where 1 5 ck 5 2v’?i log ir and Zck = n . Since r(4) = condan/., it can

that all inputs are initially

then be verified that T(n) = O(n log n log log n).

that m of the inputs can initially be in the main memory.
n

in secondary memory, whereas we assume
In particular,

if the problem fits in main memory, then its I/O complexity is zero.

3. Lower Bounds

(iii) We reprcscnt the searching algorithm by a binary

decision tree

Each node is associated with a comparison that involves one access to
In what follows we will ignore processing time, charging only for

memory. Each accc’ss to a key that is not initially in main memory has

memory accesses. This merely strengthens lower bounds, and affects

a cost of one. The decision tree has n + 1 leaves, and at most m of the
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=Q@j+c,)

internal nodes have cost zero, whereas the remaining nodes have cost
one. It is easy to see that there must be a path in the tree that contains

=a(lo&).

at Ir~~~,ilog n - log m nodes with cost one. The lower bound follows.
w

For sorting and FFT we have
Any cost function

can bc represented as a weighted sum ol

threshold functions, with nonnegative weights. Let Afbe the first order
T(n) = i2

difference of the functionf:

nlogn
-2k)

log 2k

k

W(x) = f(x + 1) -f(x).

=

Since f(0) = 0 it follows that

f(x)

C max(0, -

-2k)

= Q(n log n log log n).

= x M-(m) = ~AfWJ,W.
nr
171
<X

An n-circuit (circuit for short) is a directed acyclic graph

Definition:

It follows that for any computation the cost TJ of that computation with

with bounded in-degree, n inputs (vertices with zero in-degree), and n

fcost

outputs (vertices with zero out-degree).

function, and the I/O cost T,, are related by the equality

Let V(C) be the number of

verttces in a circuit C. We think of each vertex with in-degree k as representing a k -ary function of its predecessors computable in O(1)
time, and the circuit as computing n outputs given n inputs.
n-circuit
Asfis

monotone nondecreasing the coefficients Af(m) are nonnegative.

Thus, lower bounds on I/O complexity

Cp be the n-circuit

. . . . CP of C by identifying

c,,c,,

can be used to derive lower

C, let

obtained

from

For an
p copies

the outputs of C, with the inputs of

C,+, , 1 5 i < p. The circuif simulation problem is the following:

bounds for arbitrary cost functions,

given

a circuit C, values for its n inputs, and p > 0, compute the outputs of

Theom 3.2: Let r denote cost in the HMM model, with cost function

Cp (the value of each node is to be computed from the values of its im-

fC.r) = f log.r1

mediate predecessors).

Then

’

The circuit simulation problem corresponds to simulating a VLSI

(i) The cost of searching is

circuit for p cycles, where the inputs and outputs are thought of as the
flip flops. It is widely used for designing machines, VLSI testing, timing

T(n) = W( log2n).

analysis, etc. and it can be solved in time V(C)p on a RAM.
(ii) The cost of computing an FFT graph or sorting is

that it is a nonlocal problem.

7-(n) = n(n log n log log n).
Pmof: If/‘(x)

We show

Thawem 3.3: For every n, p there are n-circuits with O(n) vertices such
that the I/O complexity

= f log xi then

for circuit simulation is T,(n. p) = Q(np) , for

m 5 cn, for a fixed constant c > 0. The circuits can be restricted to
U(x)

=
l

I

if

0

otherwise

Thus. by identity fl], the complexity

x = 2’

have in-degree two.
proof:

of a computation with log cost is

Let c’ to be an expanding bipartite

graph with in-degree

bounded by k representing an n-circuit, such that for any subset S of

given by

outputs,

ISI

2 an , the number

of adjacent

inputs is at least

(1 + b) 1S ( , for some 0, b > 0. C is obtained from C’ by replacing
outputs of d with in-degree j by a tree of j - 1 vertices each with in-

T= CT,*.
k

degree 2. We will call the additional j - 2 vertices “internal”
output vertices of C “external”.

We use now the lower bounds of Theorem 3.1. to derive lower bounds

corresponding

for log cost. For searching we have

and the

and apply these designations to the

vertices in Cp. Let S be any set of vertices in CP con-

taining r external vertices, r 5 on, and let T be the set of immediate
predecessors
T(n) = Q

C max(O, log n - log 2’)
k

IT-S1

>

+

of

vertices

in S..

Then

vertices in S all of whose corresponding

309

it

can be shown

that

r (by observing that if x is the number of external
internal vertices are also in S

For

Let
IT-S1
>max(r-x,(t-x)+(l+b)x-r)).
then
ab
m < pn.
Then the I/O complexity for ,computing the values
- 2(1 + b)
ob
since it requires
of an external vertices of CP is at least ---n
2(1 + b)
ab
----PI
values of which at most half could reside in the m locations.
l+b
Hence
ab
2(1 + b)

2 -II

T,(n,p)

x Lnp/an.J >

~po

matrix

multiplication

- A(x) = f2(,r3/x3’2).

we have g(x) = n”/&

.-x

I so that

It follows that
2
T(n)

= Q(n3kie-3'2).
i=I

- a) = slinp).

But

n
Cm//my

3.4: Circuit simulation of N vertex graphs forp cycles requires

time Q(np log n) on the HMM with cost function f(r)

= f log x 1
which implies (i).
For searching we have g(x) = log n - log x and - b(x)

Since p can be chosen to be a function of n (eg. log n, n, tr*,

Lt

follows that

etc.), circuit simulation provides an example of a nonlinear RAM problem (its RAM time is O&J))

= n( 1/x)

that is nonlocal.

4. Other Memory Access Cost Functions
The lower bounds given in the previous section can be readily extended
to other cost functions, using identity [I]:
“distribution”
complexity
“integrating”

over possible I/O

boundaries,

with respect to an arbitrary
I/O complexity

The lower bound for sorting and FFT follows from the fact that each

A cost function defines a

input must be accessed at least once, which costs

and lower bounds on

cost function

is obtained by

with respect to that distribution

I&“) = n(n”+‘)

Con-

,=I

sider. for example. polynomial cost functions:

f(x) = xn.
The representation

for any cost function:
%o/wn
f(x)

of arbitrary cost functions as weighted sums

of threshold functions can be used to build algorithms that are optimal

for some positive exponent n. We have
4.1. Let T denote cost in the HMM model, with cost function

an algorithm that has optimal cost c,, for any

threshold m will also have optimal cost Tf for any cost function f: Such

= 2 , where (I > 0. Then

algorithms are said to be uniform/’

(i) The cost of matrix multiplication

oprimal.

We proceed to show that

algorithms presented in section 2 are uniformly

is

optimal (with some

constraints on the cost functionfi.
n

*a+*

n3 logrr

T(n) = ,

n

3

if

a>f/2

if

a := l/2

if

The

binary

search

algorithm

has

I/O

complexity

log n - log m -I- O(1) , provided that the keys are stored in a correct

a q 1/2

order: We store them according to their position in the binary decision
(ii) The cost of searching is

tree that describes the algorithm;

the tree is stored in a breadth-first

order. Thus, for each k, the 2k - 1 keys that may be accessed in the first

T(n) = Q(n”)

k steps of the search are stored in the lowest 2h - 1 memory locations.
It follows that hinary search is uniformly optimal.

(iii) The cost of sorting or computing an FFT is
We do not have such sharp upper bounds for the remaining
T(n) = fl(n a+‘).

problems. In order to obtain bounds which are correct within a constant

Proof: We use tne lower bounds of Theorem 3.1, together with identity

factor we assume that the cost function f is polynomially

[l].

Them exists a Iconstant c such that for any x

It is convenient to use the identity

iAf(i)g(i)
1-l

=

- ‘$*g(i)f(i

+ 1) +f(n

bounded:

+ I)g(n) -f(t)g(L).

i=l

When J fulfills that condition
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the amount of memory available for an

algorithm

can be doubled

constant

running

factor.

while

increasing

running

time at most

by a
5. Memory

Moreover,

Management

We have assumed
control
allow

so far in our analysis

of the physical
such control.

space.

location

of data.

The user programs

The mapping

of virtual

that the user has explicit

Real machines

often

do not

in terms of a virtual

addresses

into physical

memory

memory

is de-

and

n-l
,$i*fCi)

= nf(n + 1) -f(l)

-

EfCi
1-1

+ I) = O(nf(n)).

termined

by the operating

memory)

or by the hardware

ation can be modelled

system

(that

allocates

(that allocates

as follows:

page frames

lines in cache).

A program

computation

sequence ~1, . . . . sr of memory accesses; $, is the virtual
Thus,

any

Q(nf(n));

algorithm
an O(m)

complexity
bound

that

uses

gap between

TV, contributes

and upper bound

space

lower

n has

complexity

bound and upper bound

at most

an O(nf(n))

for T/cost,

at

which

accessed location,

least

for I/O

gap between

is at most a constant

variable.

lower

The mapping

over time:

factor

After

management

gap.

memory
The I/O

complexity

sented in section

of the matrix

2 fulfills

multiplication

algorithm

pre-

+ O(n);

may move

is on-line:

that recursion,

we obtain

that

Memory
3

system

The system

T,,(n)= O($$
Thib matches

cost is measured

(up to an m term) the lower bound for I/O.

this algorithm

is uniformly

optimal

for any cost function

It follows

that

that fulfills

in-

[STXS]
The I/O
fulfills

complexily

of the FFT algorithm

presented

in section

2

l/2
T,(n) <- 2n T(n ‘7;
T,,(m) 5 m.
Solving

this recursion

we obtain

variable

performance

of LRU

best off-line

algorithm

rithm commands

of memory

matches

is optimal.
equality

the lower bound

up to a constant

There

a RAM
time

simulation

that this algorithm

for any cost function

that fulfills

from
a matching

has poor locality

Theorem

an HMM
3.3 (for

memory

studied
access

a variable

is ac-

the least recently
Sleator

management

for any sequence

and Tarjan
policy

of memory

provided

applied

is op-

accesses the

as good as the performance

algorithm

ac-

of the

that the LRU
Let q(s)

algo-

be the cost

management

pol-

by the cost function

on a memory

of size m.

management

For any sequence
algorithm

of reference

s of memory

accesses,.any

memory

A, and any N > n

in5

/:

:

, d(s)

+

Il.

for

Proof

input graph and a p cycle simulation,

takes time b)(np),

Q(npf(n))

is, of course,

problem

For an n vertex

is on-line.

access cost is measured

TVN-L-R”(s)

The circuit

quires

factor,

It follows

121.

any cost function.
whcrcas

for I/O.

memory

We have

Thwrem 5.1.
which

when

accesses s when memory

icy A is used, and memory

is

man-

were memory

where it replaces

for this sequence,

,f. Let m-LRfJ be the LRU

n log II
T,,,(n) = O(----).
log m

of previous

the use of a larger main memory.

, of the sequence

that

When memory
then memory

One of the most frequently

This algorithm

is essentially

The

of variables

have been extensively

function.

have shown that this on-line

memory.

accesses.

i.e. for models

to main memory,
there.

timal in a very strong sense:

the recursion

memory

algorithms

by a threshold

cessed, it is moved

cqualhy 121.

otherwise.

has knowledge

hierarchies,

the memory

only on the sequence

is Leasr Recently Used (LRU):

used algorithm

accessed

in physical

to each

may change

if the location

or the hardware

of future

management

for two level memory

memory

depends

it is off-line

accesses;

cesses, but no knowledge
Solving

variables
is on-line

access si+ t is executed

by the operating

agement

= O(m).

onto physical

of a

A memory

locations

access of the computation

algorithm

s,, ,.., S, of memory

r,,,(n) 5 8TW2)
r,,cJ;;;-,

of variables

algorithm

memory

managed

one or more physical

each memory

management

before

the recursion

consists

address of the j-th

e.g. the index of the j-th accessed variable.

algorirhm allocales

~ilanugernenl

in main
This situ-

with cost function

/ re-

any f satisfying

121).
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of essentially
different

be brought

main

verbatim

upper bound.

A proof

model is slightly
into

to our model.

the same result is given in [STXSJ.

as they assume that a variable
memory.

However,

their

proof

accessed
carries

Their
must
almost

The LRU algorithm can be extended to a memory hierarchy with
several levels; LRU is used at the boundary between each Pair of SWcessive levels: When a variable is accessed, it is promoted to the ‘fastest
memory; the least recently used variable in that memory is demoted to
the next level in memory; the least recently used variable at that level
is demoted; and so on. We shall show that this extension of LRU is
optimal for the HMM model with arbitrary
definition

memory access costs. The
n

of the successive “memory levels” depends on the cost func-

tion f; they are defined so that memory access cost increases by a con-

Note that the memory management problem we consider here is

stant factor at successive levels.

essentially the sa.me as the problem of maintaining

a self-organizing

linear list, were accesses to the i-th item in the lisL cost j-(i) (with no inWe assume that f ftdfills the constraint

sertions or deletions).
Mow-to-Front

Sleator and Tarjan [ST@]

have shown that

is an optimal policy, whenever f is a convex function.

The assignment of variables to blocks achieved by move-to-front
We define inductively

a sequence of indices 5: 6 = 0 and i, = 1. As-

identical to that achieved by BLRU.

sume

then

can be adapted to show that move-to-front

Q-l

f(i,) 5 2f($-l)
(BLRU)

defined;

$ is

. Let Ej= {$-l

policy as follows:

the

largest

integer

such

that

+l, ..~, ij] We d,efine the Block-LRU

cost functionfthat

Initially one copy of each variable is stored

is an optimal policy for any

fulfills the conditionf(2x)

when f is concave.

in memory. If a variable x 6 B, is accessed then x is moved to B, where

is

Using this fact, the previous proof

Thus move-to-front

5 &x)

and, in particular,

is essentially optimal for any

cost function.

it replaces the least recently used variable there. This variable is moved
The previous result does not imply that any algorithm is auto-

to B,, where it replaces the least recently used variable there; and so

matically transformed into an efficient algorithm for an HMM machine

on, until the least recently used variable from Bj-, is moved to B,.

when BLRU memory management is used; it implies that the user need
-

not worry about the spatial distribution

5.2. For any sequence s of memory accesses involving n vari-

of variables in memory.

The

cost of the memory accesses will be determined by the temporal dis-

ables and any memory management algorithm A

tribution of these accesses. The BLRU policy will reduce the time for
memory accesses whenever accesses to a variable are clustered in time
by moving this variable into faster memory.
Pmof:

It is easy to see that
The performance

of the BLRU policy on a sequence s of memory ac-

cesses is easy to measure.

By the previous theorem, this is. up to a

constant factor, the best performance of a memory management algorithm on this sequence. Let j, = max G (j < i, s, = ~;f : i = 0 if the first
For each initial segment of the memory of the form { 1, .... q=

ci3
,=I ‘r

access to variable S,occurs at cycle i. We definegup(i)

to be the number

the BLRU policy on that segment coincides with t.he LRU policy for this

of distinct variables accessed at cycles j, + 1, . . .. i - 1

segment: Whenever an access to a variable outside this segment occurs

is applied on a memory of size M then, with the exception of the first

both BLRU and i,-LRU

m variables accessed, an access si has cost zero if gap(i) 5 m, cost one

used variable.

remove from this segment the least recently

It follows that

otherwise.

If LRU Policy

Thus,

BLRU

5

Cum(gW(i))
I

5 TZmLRU(~)

< ~CLl,(gup(i))
i

+ m.

By our assumption on f there is a constant c > 1 such that i, > ci,- t.
Using the same argument as in the last theorem we obtain that

It follows, by the previous theorem, that

Thus,
for some positive constants c,, c?, where n is the number of variables
used. Thus, the cost of a sequence of memory accesses on an HMM
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machine is obtained by summing the “gaps” between successive ac-

nonlocal computation networks in terms of their graph-theoretic

cesses to the same variable, where each gap is weighted by the cost

erties. Finally, there are also possible extensions to this model, partic-

function used.

ularly those having to do with blocking data (corresponding
of cache” or “pages of storage”).

6. Conclusions

prop-

to “lines

A clean and robust model for this in

a general memory hierarchy could be very significant.

This paper introduces the hierarchical

memory model (HMM)

of

computation which is like a RAM except that access to location x takes
time f log x 1. This implies that the standard polynomial

Acknod~ementc

time algo-

Prabhakar Raghvan proposed an initial version of the

hierarchical memory model; also discussions with Jonathan Buss and

rithms can run on the HMM with at most an O( log n) factor more in

Larry Carter have been very helpful.

the running time. This cannot be improved for some problems such as
finding the maximum of an unsorted list, searching for an element in a
sorted list, or circuit simulation.
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